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ABSTRACT
Many software applications require co-operative work support, including collaborative
editing, group awareness, versioning, messaging and automated notification and coordination agents. Most approaches hard-code such facilities into applications, with fixed
functionality and limited ability to reuse groupware implementations. We describe our recent
work in seamlessly adding such capabilities to component-based applications via a set of
collaborative work-supporting plug-in software components. We describe a variety of
applications of this technique, along with descriptions of the novel architecture, user interface
adaptation and implementation techniques for the collaborative work-supporting components
that we have developed. We report on our experiences to date with this method of supporting
collaborative work enhancement of component-based systems, and discuss the advantages of our
approach over conventional techniques.
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INTRODUCTION
Many software applications, such as CASE tools, programming environments, process and project
management tools, and distributed Information Systems, require collaborative work facilities. Such
facilities include support for both synchronous and asynchronous editing of documents; group
awareness facilities; annotation and versioning of documents; messaging, email and chat; change
notification and other task automation facilities, and process-based work co-ordination. Because of
this need for collaborative work support, many frameworks, toolkits and application generators
have been developed to help construct tools with collaborative work, or “groupware”, facilities.
Examples include the groupware toolkits GroupKit1, Clockworks2, 3, Rendezvous4, 5, Suite6, and
COAST7; architectures like Clock3, MetaMOOSE8 and ALV5; and extensible groupware tools like
Teamwave9, CocoDoc10, ConversationBuilder11, and MS Netmeeting™12. Many groupwareenabled tools have also been developed using ad-hoc techniques, such as Grove13, Mjolner14, Oz16
and SPADE15.

While these approaches allow developers to build systems that support various kinds of
collaborative work, they each have key disadvantages. Groupware toolkits typically support only
limited forms of groupware facilities, such as real-time conferencing (e.g. GroupKit), or groupware
must be built into custom user interfaces and architectures, resulting in portability, extensibility and
performance problems (e.g. Rendezvous, Suite). Most “extensible” groupware systems restrict new
tools to those built with the system’s architecture (e.g. ConversationBuilder, Teamwave, COAST).
A major problem with most systems is that groupware facilities are built-in and not dynamically
deployable and extensible (e.g. Netmeeting and CocoDoc), resulting in unnecessary architectural
overheads when some groupware facilities are not needed by end users, and applications with
“fixed”, non-expandable groupware functionality.
To solve these problems we have been developing plug-in software components to support the
addition of groupware facilities to applications, even while they are in use. We have developed
many such components and reused them in a number of component-based applications. Our
approach is elegant, in that it does not require any modification to the code of the plug-in groupware
components, nor the components of the application they are plugged into. Our approach differs
from other component-based groupware systems, like COAST, CocoaDoc, Teamwave and Clock,
in the variety of collaborative support possible, the openness of the architecture, the ability to add
and remove groupware components dynamically, and the range of components and enhanced
applications that we have developed.
In the following section we give some examples of component-based applications that require
various plug-in groupware capabilities, and overview the requirements of such capabilities from
application end user and application developer perspectives. We review related work strengths and
weaknesses with respect to these groupware requirements. We then give examples componentbased groupware user interfaces using some simple group work scenarios for different application
domains, to demonstrate the versatility of application of our work. We then give an overview of the
key kinds of groupware components we have identified and their basic architecture. We describe
our own component-based framework we have used to build a number of groupware components
and illustrate some groupware component architectures realised with this framework. We briefly
discuss some of our groupware component designs and the implementation approaches we have
used. We conclude by discussing the range of groupware components we have been able to build
with this approach, results of reliability, performance and usability evaluations of some of these
components, and areas for future work. We hope our experiences will be useful for others interested
in developing their own component-based groupware applications.

MOTIVATION
Figure 1 shows some component-based software engineering tools and distributed information
systems we have developed17, 18. View (a) shows a workflow tool process diagram, used to describe
workflow for software developers (but can be used to describe office automation workflow etc).
View (b) shows an E-commerce application, a collaborative travel itinerary planner, we have
developed18. This allows travel agents and customers to collaboratively plan a travel itinerary using
a variety of tools, including an itinerary tree editor, itinerary item dialogues, itinerary visualisations
and web browser. View (c) shows a CASE tool diagram under construction, used by software
developers to aid the design of complex software systems. All of these tools were built by
composing collections of “software components” i.e. reusable building blocks. Many components
are shared between these quite different application domains (e.g. editing tools, data management
and distributed system support, icons, event histories, and so on)19.
When using such applications, users require a wide range of “groupware” (collaborative work)
facilities, to help them work effectively together6, 13, 11, 17. While the travel itinerary planner is a very

different application to the software development tools, users require very similar kinds of
collaborative work support. Such groupware functionality might include20:
• Collaborative work support. This includes collaborative view editing, both synchronous and
asynchronous (supporting multiple users editing CASE diagrams, workflow diagrams and travel
itineraries together on-line or off-line). Versioning of edited information is necessary to support
off-line work. “Group awareness” needs to be supported i.e. so other users can tell what a user is
doing21, 13, 14, 1.
• Communication support. This allows users to communicate about their work, for example text
messaging, email, text and audio chat, video conferencing and note annotations on work
artefacts22, 17.
• Co-ordination support. Users need appropriate locking of view components currently being
edited, highlighting of currently edited or recently edited components to avoid conflicts in their
updates. Histories of work done need to be supported. Automatic notification of updates to
views via communication mechanisms should be provided so users are told when others do
“interesting things”. A shared work schedule (“to-do list”) is often desirable, along with work
co-ordination via workflow tools21, 1.

(a) Workflow tool

(b) Travel planning tool

(c) CASE tool

Figure 1. Examples of applications requiring groupware facilities.
When developing the systems illustrated in Figure 1, we have reused many software components, as
reported elsewhere19. However, much of the collaborative work support these environments provide
we originally built into the various framework abstractions and components we reused17, 19. Thus
while we used reusable components to built applications, our groupware support followed the
“monolithic” application development approach, where developers had little control on what
groupware support was included in specialised components, and this resulted in sometimes
inappropriately reused and over-complex component functionality19, 18. In addition, users were not
given any control over what groupware functionality their environments supported, even if this was
inappropriate to their specific needs.
The usefulness of this component-based approach to building tools such as those illustrated in
Figure 1 leads to the question of whether it might be possible to develop components that embody
the various collaboration facilities each of these applications (and others) require. Different kinds of
collaborative work support could then be incorporated into discrete software components and be

able to be selectively reused, and even sometimes dynamically added to or removed from running
applications as users require.
Such “groupware components” need to satisfy a number of key requirements to be effectively used
in diverse systems. Groupware components need to:
• Be deployable statically or dynamically. Developers should be able to incorporate groupware
components in applications at design and implementation time, and end users plug them into
their running systems when in use.
• Be seamlessly integrated with other software components. Groupware components must utilise
the existing event and method invocation interfaces of application components to provide the
range of collaborative work facilities outlined above. Their user interfaces must also seamlessly
integrate with the user interfaces of existing application components, even when dynamically
deployed. This implies a need for components to provide appropriate methods to carry out such
adaptations in a consistent, de-coupled manner.
• Have discrete functionality. Each groupware component should offer a distinct, preferably nonoverlapping set of tailorable groupware facilities, allowing developers and end users to choose
and configure a set of groupware components to provide the range of collaborative work
facilities they require. Thus all groupware components should inter-operate in a seamless
manner, and must also adapt each other’s user interfaces in a consistent manner.
• Reuse suitable user interface, middleware and persistency components. Where possible,
groupware components should use similar or preferably the same packaged components that
application components use to realise their user interface, communication (middleware) and
data persistency needs. This reduces incompatibilities and redundancies in resulting groupwareenabled applications.
Many groupware applications have been built using ad-hoc approaches i.e. no specialised tool-kit or
components. Examples include IRC and ICQ, Email, Grove13, Netscape’s Cooltalk, BSCW23, Oz16
and SPADE15. The main advantage with using standard distributed systems programming APIs for
groupware applications is flexibility. The main disadvantages include a lack of high-level, reusable
abstractions and components for building such tools (making their construction very timeconsuming and difficult), and an inability for users (and often developers) to extend or reconfigure
the groupware functionality of these applications15, 17.
Because building groupware applications with standard APIs and frameworks is difficult, many
groupware toolkits have been developed. Examples include GroupKit1, Suite6, Rendezvous4, MetaMOOSE8, and PCTE24. These give developers built-in abstractions for constructing common
groupware application facilities. Many successful groupware applications have been developed
using these toolkits. However, most groupware toolkits suffer from "hard wired" facilities, a lack of
extensible groupware facilities, and lack of ability of users to configure these facilities at run-time.
In addition, applications must be built from scratch to use these toolkit facilities, and it is extremely
difficult to integrate most groupware toolkit-built applications with existing applications, or extend
existing applications with these toolkits. These problems lead to groupware applications with
"fixed" functionality and often an inability of developers to provide some kinds of groupware
facilities, as the toolkit they are using doesn't support it. Conversely, many applications built using
such toolkits often exhibit "groupware bloat", with many of the groupware facilities provided by the
toolkit unused but included in the applications anyway.
Component-based systems development technologies have become a popular approach to solving
some common software development problems, such as lack of reuse and run-time configuration,
and difficult-to-maintain, bloated, monolithic applications25, 26. Examples of component
development methods and technologies include Catalasys™27, Select Perspective™28, COM29,
Enterprise JavaBeans38 and OpenDoc30. Building groupware applications solely with standard

components shares the lack of abstractions and reusable components problem with using standard
APIs and frameworks. However, some groupware applications have been developed using
components alone, including CocoDoc10, TeamWave9, Netmeeting12, and Orbit31.
The use of specialised component frameworks for building groupware applications has been shown
to offer benefits. Examples of such frameworks include Clock3, our original JViews19, COAST7,
Xanth32, and using CORBA and OODBMSs33. Most of these approaches provide a componentbased architecture with groupware functionality built into components in the architecture. Building
groupware applications using such components is effective19, 7, 3, but this still often results in
problems such as fixed groupware functionality, component-bloat and lack of dynamically
configurable and deployable groupware facilities. This is usually due to these groupware framework
components themselves being hard-coded with specific kinds of groupware functionality. Most of
these systems are oriented to quite limited problem domains e.g. synchronous groupware in
COAST, tool integration in Xanth, and MVC-based synchronous editing environments in Clock.
Most do not support user interface adaptations for components, making component integration
difficult and resulting in poor quality interfaces. Some component architectures do support adaptive
plug and play of components34, 35, but to our knowledge have not been applied to component-based
groupware development. Some aspect-oriented systems provide for the kinds of adaptations to
running systems36, but again to our knowledge have not been used for component-based groupware
development.

OVERVIEW OF OUR COMPONENT-BASED GROUPWARE
In this section we illustrate various groupware component facilities using some simple scenarios
based on extending the applications from Figure 1 with groupware capabilities. This was achieved
by plugging groupware components into these three applications at run-time (and can also be
removed at run-time).
Collaborative Editing
Consider John and Mark using a workflow system like that of Figure 1 (a) to describe their work
processes (for some work domain – we use a simple software development process in the example
below). They need to collaborate to view and edit these workflow diagrams. Initially they need to
decide on the collaboration “level” – will they edit a workflow diagram synchronously (as one
changes things the other immediately sees the changes made to their copy of the diagram) or
asynchronously (they each edit independently then merge changes)? Figure 2 (1) shows John
specifying, using a configuration menu of a “collaborating editing component”, “action”-level
editing (this is semi-synchronous – changes are sent to Mark as John makes them and vice-versa but
the other users(s) can make changes at the same time i.e. no locking/waiting for changes to be made
to view). A message is sent to both John and Mark using a text message component (2), indicating
the change in editing state for the shared diagram.
If John and Mark had previously been editing the view asynchronously, John may want to see
changes Mark made off-line and merge them in with his copy of the view. This is done using an
editing event history component (3). John can select edits to have applied automatically to his view,
or may message Mark to discuss edits he disagrees with. Editing histories can be checked in/out (as
can whole diagram copies) from a version control component (4). This allows workers to manage
multiple versions of the same diagram/document using deltas (edit event groups) or copies of the
entire work artefact (e.g. diagram). John may create a new version of the workflow diagram before
doing further edits/applying Mark’s asynchronous edits to ensure the old information is not lost and
can be later reviewed.

While editing the view, John and Mark need some cues as to what each is doing (so their edits don’t
clash). A multiple cursor component (5) shows where another user’s cursor is and as Mark moves
his mouse, this is refreshed on John’s screen (typically each second or so). When Mark begins to
change something, a highlighting component (6) shows John in-place annotations on diagram
elements to keep him aware of Mark’s in-progress changes.
(2)

(1)

(3)

(5)

(6)

(4)

Figure 2. Examples of collaboration support groupware components in workflow tool.
Communications
Consider John and Mark collaborating to plan a trip. They share a travel itinerary editor (tree layout
of trip details) and various visualisation views. One such high-level view is a map visualisation
showing the legs of the travel (Figure 3). John and Mark may synchronously or asynchronously
make changes to their shared travel plan. After changing the plan, John adds a note annotation on
the map visualisation. This can later be clicked on and note read by Mark, John or other users (2).
If John and Mark are working asynchronously (one is off-line) they can communicate via emailstyle messages using an email component. If they are both on-line, they can use a text or audio chat
(3) component to communicate and discuss their shared travel planning work. A text message
component can be used to provide scrolling messages inside diagram and document windows,
giving in-place messaging (4) as well as notification. Changes to the travel plan can be viewed (as
in previous workflow example) with an event list component. The same component can be used by
Mark to review a conversation with John (5), or by another user to view a conversation they missed.

(4)

(3)

(2)

(5)

(1)

Figure 3. Examples of communications support groupware components in travel planner.
Co-ordination
Consider John and Mark editing a CASE diagram synchronously. At various times they want to be
notified of changes that each other are performing, but may miss the transient awareness support
described above (cursors and temporary annotations) e.g. because they briefly go to another
window to do some work. A notifier component can be configured by Mark to inform him, in
various ways, of changes John is making. For example, John may request a chat message be sent to
him by the notifier when Mark makes a change (1) or a text message be sent(2). The notifier makes
use of the chat and text messaging components to do this. In addition, when collaboratively editing
the view, a locking component can explicitly deny access temporarily to components while they are
being edited (3).
Because John may go off-line for some time, he may want annotations made to the document to
inform him of Mark’s changes. John may request e.g. a note annotation be automatically created (4)
against changed items, or changed items highlighted when he goes back to this view (5). The
notifier makes use of the note component and highlighter component to do this.
John and Mark wish to remain aware, not only of low-level work artefact modifications, but also
higher-level tasks each is doing. A shared to-do list component is used to record tasks (6). The tasks
can be manually entered by users, or obtained automatically from a workflow system like the one
illustrated above. Task information can be displayed in work diagrams, for example using text
messages or annotating the diagram. A to-do list component has annotated the CASE diagram
window title (7) to indicate what task John is performing while modifying the diagram, allowing
Mark to see this at a glance.

(7)

(2)

(3)
(5)

(1)
(4)

(6)

Figure 4. Examples of co-ordination support groupware components in CASE tool.
Plugging in Groupware Components
John and Mark need to plug groupware components into their applications in order to make use of
the facilities described above. Figure 5 shows examples of the three ways they can do this. In (1),
John opens a file containing groupware client code – when this is opened the component code in the
file is loaded and the groupware component initialised. In (2), John uses a “Wizard” to deploy a
selected groupware component from a set of available plug-in components (in this example, a
notification component is being configured). These two approaches are appropriate for novice users
as they hide details of the plug-in component architecture and links. In (3), John adds new
components and connects them to existing components using a visual component deployment tool.
This allows John to add in new groupware support from pre-existing components. This approach is
suitable for expert users who wish to have flexible control over component creation and linkage.

(2)
(3)

(1)

Figure 5. Examples of adding groupware components to an application.
When a groupware component is added to one of our applications, it may need to adapt parts of the
interface the user of the application interacts with. For example, in Figure 2 additional menu items
have been added to the workflow diagram menu by the collaborative editing support component
when it was initialised. A versioning component added check in and check out buttons to the editing
event history window. In Figure 3 the text messaging component added a message display field
below the travel visualisation diagram’s menu bar, and the email, note and chat components added
menu items to the Collaboration menu to allow users to access their facilities. Such adaptations
allow users to seamlessly interact with added groupware support. There are complex issues that
arise when making such user interface adaptations that are beyond the scope of this paper to discuss
in detail (e.g. What if two components want to add the same-named menu item? What if adding
buttons changes the layout of a button panel? What if one component wants to disable a control and
another assumes the control is accessible?). We discuss these issues in detail elsewhere18.

ABSTRACT GROUPWARE COMPONENTS
In this section we identify a number of abstractions we have identified when developing groupware
components as illustrated in the previous section.
Taxonomy
Table 1 shows taxonomy of groupware components that we have found useful when developing
such systems. Some components provide client-side user interfaces to support collaboration
(editing, versioning), communication (notes, chat, messages) or co-ordination (locking, to-do lists).
Some provide server-side centralised data and event management (message exchange, event
exchange and message, event and version histories). Some provide infrastructure services (building
data and event sending/receiving services, extensible user interfaces and persistency management
services).

Component Category
Groupware clients
Collaboration

Communication

Examples
Multiple cursors

Shows other users’ cursor positions

Collaborative editing client

Provides configuration and collaborative
editing facilities for application elements
Provides version control facilities
Provides text-based chat between 2 or more
users
Email messages/documents
Scrolling text area in application’s window
frame
Note annotations
Highlights items other users are modifying

Versioning client
Chat client
Email client
Text message client

Co-ordination

General-purpose
Groupware Servers
(or “receivers” if Point-to-Point)

Notes client
Locking client
To-do list client
Notification client
Event history client
Message server
Data/event history server
Event server

Groupware Infrastructure
Data/event exchange

Data/event sender
Data/event receiver

Persistency Infrastructure

Database access
File Access
XML Access

User Interface Components

Domain-specific
components

Description

Extensible
menus,
button
panels, text areas, frames etc
Itinerary Editor/Server
CASE diagram editor
Workflow diagram editor
Workflow engine
…

Provides configuration interface for notifier
Provides list of edit, message, note, to-do item
etc events
Used by chat, email, text message clients.
Broadcasts messages to other users.
Used by message server, note, to-do list and
version clients. Stores list of retrievable
messages/events.
Used by collaborative editing, notifier and
multiple cursor clients. Broadcasts events to
clients.
Encodes data and events for sending client->:
server or server->client
Decodes data and events sent server->client or
client->server
For storing large numbers of small, discrete,
well-structured data items
For storing smaller numbers of unstructured
data items
For storing moderate numbers of semistructured data items
Range of components allowing user interface
building and run-time adaptation
Application components plugging groupware
into

Table 1. A basic groupware component taxonomy.
Architectures
Groupware can be built using two fundamental architectural approaches: client-server and peer-topeer1, 19, as illustrated in Figure 6. Client-server has the advantage of simplicity and centralised data
management, but the disadvantage of single point-of-failure and bottleneck in the server. Peer-topeer has the advantage of robustness (no single server to fail) and flexibility, but is generally more
complex to build with synchronising copied data often difficult. Our groupware components are
designed and implemented to operate in either mode, and can also utilise a “hybrid” approach of
utilising both client-server and peer-to-peer styles. If operating in peer-to-peer mode, groupware
client components communicate directly with other groupware clients. If operating in client-server
mode, clients communicate with a server that broadcasts events and data between clients as
necessary. All our groupware components by default hold copies of shared data allowing peer-topeer operation, but can use a server to synchronise data or provide a single, central data/event
distribution point.

Client #1

Client #2

Client #2

Client #3
Client #1
Server

Client #3

(b) Peer-to-peer based groupware

(a) Client-server based groupware

Figure 6. Client-server vs. peer-to-peer vs. hybrid groupware architectures.
Figure 7 illustrates the basic structure of our component-based groupware systems. Groupware
client components share a common set of user interface and infrastructure components. They may
also share event and local persistency (for peer-to-peer groupware) management components. Client
components interact with domain-specific system components, like the travel itinerary editor and
map, workflow system diagram editor and CASE tool diagram editor, detecting events and applying
updates to the domain-specific interface. Clients communicate either with one or more groupware
servers (if client-server operation) or one or more other groupware clients (if peer-to-peer
operation). If operating in client-server mode, clients usually use the servers to store and retrieve
groupware data. If operating in peer-to-peer mode, clients also store their own data locally.
UI Components (Buttons, Menus, Windows…)
Domain-specific
Client
Components

Shared Components
(e.g. event history)

Groupware Clients
Collaboration Clients
(Cursors, Editing,
Versioning, …)

Co-ordination
(Locking, to-do
list, …)

Communication
(Chat, Email, text
messages, notes, …)

Persistency
(for local data storage)

Groupware Infrastructure (senders/receivers)

Groupware Infrastructure (senders/receivers)
Groupware Servers
Event
Server

Message
Server

History
Server

Other GW Clients:
Via Servers if C/S
Direct if P2P

Persistency Components (Files, RDBMS, XML, …)

Figure 7. Basic groupware component infrastructure.
Collaborative Editing
To illustrate at a high-level how the groupware examples from the previous section are built using
these groupware component abstractions we will consider three scenarios: collaborative editing and
group awareness (via multiple cursors); editing event notification using text messaging and note
annotation; and adding a new groupware component that must integrate itself with both domainspecific components and other groupware components.
Consider John and Mark collaboratively editing a workflow diagram, as illustrated in Figure 2.
Figure 8 shows how the various components interact when a) John moves his cursor (keeping Mark

synchronously informed of John’s workspace interactions), and b) John modifies a workflow icon
(showing Mark the changes made). These examples both use a client-server architectural approach
to connect the distributed groupware components. In the top example, John moves his cursor. The
Multiple Cursor Awareness groupware component is informed of this event after the cursor has
been moved, and sends a “mouse moved” event to the Event Server (using an Event Sender
component). The Event Server broadcasts this to all interested users’ multiple cursor components
that have previously subscribed to other users’ mouse move events. Mark’s Multiple Cursor
component receives notification of John’s mouse move and displays a “cursor” for John in Mark’s
corresponding workflow diagram.
In the bottom example, John changes the name of a workflow stage. This results in the edit event(s)
being sent to the event server. If fully synchronous editing is being done, the event server first
checks if the data John is editing is “locked” i.e. being changed by another user. If not, it is locked
for John’s use and the edit event is stored by the history server and sent to others editing the same
diagram. Mark’s collaborative editing component receives the event(s) and applies updates to
Mark’s diagram. This can be done automatically or the events first presented to Mark for approval.
John’s Collaborative Editing component records the editing event(s) locally so they can be undone.
Stored editing events can be exchanged as a block with another user to support asynchronous work
i.e. the other users merges the stored changes with their own version of the diagram.
John's Workflow
Diagram
: John

move cursor

John's Multiple
Cursors Component

Event Server
Component

Mark's Multiple
Cursors Comp

Mark's Workflow
Diagram

detect movement event
send event
broadcast event
create/move cursor 'John'

John's Workflow
Diagram
: John

John's Collaborative
Editing Component

Event Server

History Server

Mark's Collaborative
Editing Comp

Mark's Workflow
Diagram

edit diagram
detect events BEFORE applied
lock item(s)
error notification if can't lock
record event(s)
broadcast event(s)
apply update(s)

unlock item(s)
record event(s)

Figure 8. Example groupware component interactions: a) group awareness and b) collaborative
editing.

Co-ordination
Consider John and Mark collaboratively planning a trip, as illustrated in Figure 3. When John
changes a travel item Mark needs to be informed. This can be done synchronously via e.g. a text or
chat message, or asynchronously via e.g. an email message or note annotation on the itinerary view.
In the example in Figure 9 notification is done by a notification component using two
communication components: a text message appears on Mark’s screen and a note annotation is
added to the changed item. These examples use a peer-to-peer architecture i.e. John’s notification
client communicates directly with Mark’s message and annotation clients. As with the collaborative
editing example above, a history component could be used to remember the editing or text message
events.
John's Travel
Itinerary View

John's Notification
Component

Mark's Text Messaging
Component

Mark's Note
Annotation Comp

Mark's Text
Message Panel

Mark's Travel
View

: John edit travel item
detect event(s)
send text message
show message

add note to item
add & display note icon

Figure 9. Example interactions: edit event notification via messaging and note annotation.
Plugging in Components
Consider John wanting to collaboratively edit a CASE tool diagram with Mark. John needs to add
collaborative editing functionality at run-time i.e. the CASE tool doesn’t currently have such a
feature. Figure 10 illustrates the basic component interactions that take place. John chooses a
collaborative editing groupware component from a list of available plug-in components for his
CASE diagram. The collaborative editing component discovers the user interface elements the
diagram provides and adds a set of menu items to the CASE diagram view, allowing John to
configure collaborative editing facilities. The collaborative editing component then determines the
events the diagram generates and the event sender available to the diagram for it to use. Finally, the
collaborative editing component registers itself with an event server (or other users’ environments
directly, if a peer-to-peer architecture). John can then set the “level” of collaboration with Mark
(e.g. asynchronous, synchronous or semi-synchronous) via the new menu items.

Plug-ins
Chooser

John's Collaborative
Editing Component

John's CASE
Diagram

Event Server

Mark's Collab
editing comp

: John choose comp
create component
discover UI info
add menu items
discover events/event sender
register

set collaboration level
set level
change John/Mark level

Figure 10. Example of adding a collaborative editing groupware component.

JVIEWS FRAMEWORK
Framework Abstractions
In order to build flexible groupware components like those outlined in the previous section a
developer needs a range of abstractions with which to construct such components. One approach is
to make use of a component-based class framework that encapsulates the fundamental building
blocks for both the groupware and domain-specific components. Key features of such a framework
should include:
• Components and inter-component relationships. These provide pluggable encapsulations of data
and functionality, and manage inter-component relationship management.
• Component update events. These are generated when component or inter-component
relationships are modified, or key events relating to the component’s state occur.
• Before- and after- subscription to events. Components need to be able to be informed of changes
to other components both after these have been made, but also BEFORE they are changed (e.g.
to support locking and checking of shared components). JViews also allows components to
receive notification of events being sent between two other components, enabling over-riding of
their default event notification behaviour without code changes.
• Description of component functional and non-functional characteristics. The user interface,
distribution and persistency management approaches used by components must be inspectable
by other components so run-time adaptation and reuse of components can be adequately
supported.
We have developed a framework called JViews, originally designed for building multiple-view,
multiple-user design environments e.g. CASE tools, CAD tools, programming tools, workflow tools
etc19, 17. JViews incorporates component-based building blocks for constructing such systems from
reusable parts. When developing JViews, we originally added groupware capabilities to the
framework classes i.e. hard-coded them in, in a similar fashion as done with GroupKit, COAST and
Meta-MOOSE9, 7, 8. Thus while we used reusable component abstractions to built applications, our
groupware support followed the “monolithic” application development approach, where developers
had little control on what groupware support was included in specialised components, and this

resulted in sometimes inappropriately reused and over-complex component functionality19, 18. In
addition, users were not given any control over what groupware functionality their environments
supported, even if this was inappropriate to their specific needs.
Figure 11 illustrates the key abstractions in our JViews-based component framework. Components
have attributes (state) and specialisations have operations for modifying state. Inter-component
relationships may be simple zero-to-many links (component-to-component) or componentrelationship component-component. Relationship components include hashtables (indexed) and
vectors (sequential, unindexed). Events describe component state changes and a number of
specialisations exist, including attribute and relationship changes. Aspects describe characteristics
of the component e.g. user interface, distribution and persistency mechanisms provided or required.
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Figure 11. The JViews component-based framework.
The following table outlines some of the specialisations of these component, event and aspect
framework classes.

JViews Abstraction
Components

Examples
Base Components
View Components
Presentation Components
Relationship Components
Infrastructure components

Events

Component Created
Component Deleted
Attribute Modified
Established relationship
Dissolved relationship
UI Events
Macro Events

Aspects

UI Aspects
Distribution Aspects
Persistency Aspects
Configuration Aspects

Description
Repository-level informational component. Used to model
state shared between views in design environments.
View-of-base (copy) – icon, connector, group, text etc. Used
to model different views of the base components.
UI component e.g. window, panel, button, icon, connector,
layout constraint etc.
Manages bi-direction connectivity between components. 1:1,
1:n, m:n, ordered (e.g. vector) and unordered, indexed (e.g.
hashtable, B-tree) etc.
Event/data sending/receiving; persistency management; 3rd
party component integration
Component added
Component deleted – this is REVERSABLE in JViews –
component not thrown away, just relationships to others
dissolved (and can be undone)
Set value (records before and after values of attribute so can
be reversed easily)
Components connected
Components disconnected
Window opened, button clicked, mouse moved etc
Group of events – can be undone/redone/transported as a
group
Frame, extensible panel, extensible menu, can be
disabled/hidden, UI component information (size, colour etc),
how display properties etc
Sends/receives data, transports data, encrypts/decrypts data,
location information, performance information
Saves/loads data, produces data, storage mechanism used,
query support
Software interfaces for configuration, UI for configuration,
configuration properties

Table 2. Examples of JViews component, event and aspect abstraction types.
Collaborative Editing Components
Consider again the example of John and Mark collaboratively editing a workflow diagram. Figure
12 shows how this collaborative editing scenario, here using a client-server architecture, is realised
using Jviews component abstractions. John’s collaborative editing component subscribes to
workflow diagram update events (1). When John changes a workflow diagram by direct
manipulation (2), one or more events are created to describe the view state change about to be
applied (3). These events are sent to the collaborative editing component (4) which then sends them
across the network via the event sender (5) to the event server (6), which processes these events (7).
The event server checks if the item(s) about to be changed by John are already locked e.g. Mark is
editing them (8) and a response returned to John’s collaborative editing component (9). If locked,
this returns an error event to John’s collaborative editing component which then aborts the
attempted editing change(s) (10) and informs John of the concurrent editing clash. If unlocked, the
event server locks the item(s) and sends the edit events to the history server (11). The history server
component notifies all other users synchronously editing this view (12), and in this example Mark’s
collaborative editing component is informed (13), which then updates Mark’s workflow diagram
(14). Finally, John’s collaborative editing component records the edit event(s) (15).

10: abort edit

John's collab editing comp

2: edit view
1: subscribe to events
John

5: send events

15: store events

John's event sender
6: receive events

4: listenBefore
John's workflow view
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7: process events
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Event server Comp
Mark's collab editing comp

13: receive & apply events

11: store/sent events

History server comp

14: apply updates
Mark's event receiver

12: broadcast events

Mark's workflow comp

Figure 12. Example: JViews event handling for collaborative editing.
JViews uses the event sender and receiver components to achieve event distribution across a
network (we have implemented socket, Java RMI and CORBA data transportation protocols for
such components). In some situations the sending JViews application broadcasts the events
whenever they occur, while in others filters are applied to the events to determine whether or not to
transport them across the network. For example, to support multiple cursors the sending JViews
environment records cursor movement events but only sends a single, absolute position of the user’s
cursor every second (by default – this can be changed by user preferences). This significantly
reduces network overhead. Similarly, a notification component is told of all changes made to an
application component, but we apply filters at the source and only sends events matching specified
criteria to receiving components across the network. While such constraints can be specified in
either source or target JViews application, sending many irrelevant events to the target system is
costly.
Co-ordination Components
The implementation of a notification scenario is illustrated in Figure 13. In this example certain
changes made by John to travel itinerary items e.g. item creation, arrive/depart date change etc, are
indicated to Mark via synchronous text messaging and asynchronous note annotation. John’s
notification component subscribes to the events generated by the itinerary view (1). When John
changes an itinerary item (2), events are created to describe this (3) and sent to the notification
component after the change has been made (4). John’s notification component then determines if
the event meets the criteria describing the kind of change the user has specified. Send message/add
note events are then created (5) and sent to Mark’s note annotation and text messaging components
(6, 7, 8, 9), instructing them to display a text message and annotate Mark’s travel item view. When
these events are sent to Mark’s components the text messaging component formulates a new text
message (8, 10) and displays this (12). Mark’s note annotation component creates a new note (9,
11) and displays this in Mark’s travel view (13) and records the note details for future perusal (14).
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11: add note annotation
13: show note

Mark's note annotation comp

14: save note info

persistency comp

Figure 13. Example: JViews-implemented groupware notification and awareness components.
Plugging in Components
Our groupware components built using Jviews utilise “aspect” information encoding associated
with other Jviews components to determine, at run-time, how to extend related component user
interfaces, determine events to subscribe to, and to reuse related component distribution and
persistency services37. To illustrate how this works, Figure 14 shows some interactions between a
collaborative editing component and workflow diagram component when the collaborative editing
component is initialised.
When the collaborative editing component is associated with e.g. a workflow diagram, it determines
the available UI aspects of the diagram’s component (1), so that it can extend the diagram’s user
interface (2) to add the collaborative editing configuration interface items it requires (3). In this
example the collaborative editing component adds “affordances” (e.g. Add User, Set Collaboration
Level, Send View, etc) by calling functions published by the workflow diagram’s extensible menu
aspect information (2). The extensible UI aspect object provided by the workflow diagram creates
menu items to provide the required affordances (3) and adds these to the workflow diagram main
menu bar (4). The collaborative editing component has no direct knowledge of where the items are
added nor even that they are menu items (they could be implemented as pop-up menu items or
buttons). Similarly, the collaborative editing component subscribes to events the workflow diagram
generates (5-7) by introspecting the event generation aspect object the workflow diagram provides.
It also determines and reuses the local event sender and persistency components used by the
workflow diagram (8, 9) via its distributor and storage aspects. If the collaborative editing
component is associated with a different diagram e.g. the travel planner map visualisation, then it
will obtain the same kinds of aspect information but using these may provide quite different results
e.g. pop-up menu items are added, a different set of events are subscribed to, and different
distribution and persistency components are obtained.
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collab editing comp
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4: add menu comps
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8: get distributor comp
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event generation aspect
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Figure 14. Example: adding groupware components and using JViews component aspects.

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
JViews Event Model
In order to implement the groupware components described in the previous sections, we need to
have a component framework that provides sufficiently flexible run-time linking of components and
handling of generated events. Jviews allows components to be linked by name at run-time without
any compile-time knowledge of one another. We use a “relationship information” (RelInfo) class to
do this. This allows any JViews component to be linked to one or more other Jviews components by
a named relationship, and for the relationship to be queried by name. This inter-relating mechanism
is also used to support flexible event subscription between Jviews components. Each named
relationship link indicates when the related components should be told about events affecting a
component. Relationships in Jviews are bi-directional so either end can listen for events affecting
the other end of the relationship. Relationships can be named and used statically i.e. at compiletime, but for our groupware components most are constructed at run-time i.e. are dynamic. This
means groupware components can establish relationships with domain-specific components, each
other or infrastructural components, and none require any compile-time knowledge of each other.
Each Jviews component maintains a list of related components. This is a bi-directional relationship
where each related component also maintains a reverse link to the component. When a component
is deleted, all related components are informed of this so no “dangling links” are possible. Deletion
of components can also be undone as the deleted component’s relationship links are retained - only
related component’s links are updated to remove reference to the “deleted” component. The
relationship link structure is illustrated in Figure 15 (a).
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Figure 15. (a) Jviews relationship management and (b) flexible subscribe/notify.
Each Jviews RelInfo relationship-implementing object records when to tell all of the components it
relates about state changes to the JViews component they belong to i.e. when to send events to
them. To subscribe to events generated by another JViews component, a component must establish
a relationship to that component (if none already exists) and then specify for that relationship when
it wishes to receive the generated events. Events can be sent to related components:
1. before a component’s state is actually changed i.e. “listen before changed”;
2. after a component’s state has been changed i.e. “listen after changed”;
3. when a component has received an event from a 3rd component but before the component
has handled the event itself i.e. “handle change before”; and
4. when a component has received an event from a 3rd component and the component has
handled the event itself i.e. “handle change after”.
Event Propagation
This subscription/notification mechanism allows components to monitor other components state
changes before or after the changes have been made (1 and 2), as well as intercept events sent from
one component to another before or after the receiver has handled the changes (3 and 4). Note that
when a component specifies it wants to receive events from another JViews component, it receives
ALL generated events i.e. there is no subscribe-to-specific-events in the basic JViews
subscribe/notify model Figure 15 (b) illustrates this subscribe/notify mechanism in Jviews.
Other event models, such as those provided by JavaBean event listeners39, Model-View-Controller
architectures40, and systems like Rendezvous’ ALV5 generally provide only “listen after changed”
event subscription. This makes it very difficult to implement many groupware facilities like
locking, some kinds of notification and versioning without application code changes to support
these41. Some event models support listen-before notification, such as the ItemList42 and ODGs43.
The Jviews model is more flexible in that monitoring of components receiving events is also
supported, allowing useful over-riding of event handling behaviour to be seamlessly added without
the knowledge of the sender or receiver relationship structures. While Jviews doesn’t provide
subscription to specific kinds of events nor prioritisation of event notification directly, we have
implemented reusable components that provide event filtering and priority-ordered distribution of
notification.
Figure 16 illustrates the algorithm used to propagate events between related Jviews components.
When updated, a Jviews component creates an event object to represent the change and then
broadcasts this event to all components linked to it whose RelInfo objects indicate the related
components want to be sent the event before the state change is done i.e. “listen before”
subscription. We use this mechanism to implement locking and highlighting for our groupware
components. If these components have “handle before” listening components i.e. ones that want to
process the event before the listen before components, these components are sent the event to
respond to first. This is used to implement some forms of collaborative editing and multiple cursors
where these groupware components listen indirectly to event stores and window frame components,
sent changes by view components. Responding components may throw an exception, causing the
event to be aborted and not actioned, or return a null event object indicating event propagation
should go no further (i.e. “consume” the event). Normally, the state change described by the event
is then applied by the broadcasting component to itself. After the state change has been done, the
component sends the event to all “listen after” components for them to respond to it. This is used to
implement chat and email messaging, to-do list item updating and version exchange in our
groupware components. Each listen after component may send the event to “handle after”

components once they have processed it. This is used to support recording of editing, message and
co-ordination events in our groupware components.
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Figure 16. Event propagation in JViews.
We have developed several reusable components supporting the distribution of JViews events
across a network and more refined event subscription mechanisms. Event distribution is done by
sender/receiver components. The sender subscribes to Jviews component events and broadcasts
these to one or more remote receivers (JViews component state transfer is supported by the same
mechanism). A cross-application unique ID generation mechanism and component versioning are
provided to allow multiple JViews applications to simultaneously maintain different versions of the
same JViews components. This is needed for peer-to-peer architectures17. As noted in Section 5,
care is needed when setting up such remote event broadcasting infrastructure to ensure wherever
possible event filtering is done at source to minimise unnecessary event transport across a network.
Implementation Technologies
We have implemented our groupware components using several technologies. Our JViews
component implementation framework is implemented in Java, and JViews components extend the
JavaBeans component model. We added our extended event subscription/notification model to
JavaBeans, together with our aspects codification technique and a number of abstractions to support
multi-view tool development. We also developed a range of JViews components to provide reusable
view editing tools, event histories, event and component distribution and persistency management.

These provide developers basic component building blocks to realise the applications and
groupware components described previously.
Our distributed data and event management components supply developers with various
abstractions for constructing distributed applications, specifically our groupware components.
Originally we developed event and data broadcasting components using TCP/IP sockets, as
provided by Java's APIs. We implemented a custom component and event data serialisation
mechanism to marshal and demarshal JViews components and events between distributed
applications. This used a textual data encoding and used parsing to decode received data. We also
developed a custom remote component identification (naming) mechanism and custom component
versioning support. We used point-to-point and client-server based application interaction, with an
emphasis on point-to-point communications to improve application robustness and performance.
These custom naming, serialisation and versioning techniques were necessary in order to support
functions such as the replication-based flexible collaborative editing of views, identification of
remote task automation and workflow agents, and maintenance of multiple versions of event and
message histories. Our TCP/IP socket-based model works well in many application domains and for
many of our groupware components. However, the text-based data encoding is quite slow and
inefficient for high volume event inter-change. It also takes much of programmer effort to use the
(very low level) socket-based distribution components, and this is error-prone and difficult to scale
and extend. The custom naming and serialisation mechanisms make our components very difficult
to combine with third-part tools, particularly for task automation.
We have retained our socket-based distribution management components for remote component
versioning and multiple component data exchange. To support event exchange (e.g. multiple
cursors, locking, messaging and remote workflow and notification event broadcasting) we have
developed new distribution components using Java RMI and CORBA. The RMI-based event
broadcasting components provide high-performance event subscription and notification facilities.
They also support broadcasting a wide range of Java types far more easily than our custom socketbased protocol, allow improved remote component identification and location, and are easier for
component developers to use. We use a modified form of our event serialisation and component
identification mechanisms to encode component references, but let RMI encode all basic Java types
and API objects. Our RMI event distribution components perform much better than our socketbased components for components with high-volume event exchange or for events with complex
Java data types. They do not, however, offer any improvements in fault-tolerance and third-party
component integration over the socket-based protocol.
We developed an additional component and event distribution facility using CORBA-based remote
object interfaces to address these issues. Some components can be named, looked up and have their
methods invoked remotely using these CORBA-based facilities. Occasionally we wanted to directly
interact with third-party (i.e. non-JViews implemented components) components, particularly to
support task automation and notification, and this technique is more general than using a custom
socket protocol or RMI, and less work than building JViews component "wrappers" around third
party remote components. There are also times when our groupware components want a more
robust distributed method invocation infrastructure e.g. important notification agents and
components supporting distributed component locking and version control. Visibroker™, the
CORBA implementation we used, offers much better support for multiple remote object
instantiation and transparent fault tolerance than our socket-based and RMI-based mechanisms.
An advantage of our textual component and event encoding is that data serialised using this facility
can be used to make components persistent in indexed files. We originally provided persistency
management components that stored component and events locally in serial or indexed files, or
remotely via a shared file server. Like our socket-based component and data distribution

mechanism, this approach unfortunately proved difficult to program and not scalable for large
applications. We have recently used an object database (PSE Pro™, a simplified form of the
ObjectStore™ OO database) to improve persistency management. This provides a high
performance local or remote component and event storage facility. We also extended JViews
components to enable basic component versioning to be supported using the object database. One
disadvantage is that while programmers could previously simply attach a persistency component
dynamically at run-time to any JViews component and have it transparently stored and retrieved
from a file, PSE Pro™ requires post-compilation and annotation of Java binary files. This means
any JViews components to be made persistent with our PSE Pro™-based persistency components
need this post-compilation annotation run on them before any instances have been created. This
limits dynamic choice of a persistency mechanism by our groupware components.

EXPERIENCE
We have built a range of collaboration, communication and co-ordination groupware using our
component-based approach. Collaboration groupware includes collaborative editing, including both
synchronous and asynchronous editing support, multiple cursors, group awareness messages, and
version control. Communication groupware includes text chat, email messages, scrolling text
messages, and note annotations. Co-ordination groupware includes item locking, shared to-do list
and workflow-based co-ordination and task automation. We have deployed these groupware
components in a workflow system, a CASE tool, a travel planner, a software architecture design
environment, a software component development tool, and a distributed system application
generator. These groupware can be used independently or in groups, and all can be plugged into or
removed from a tool at run-time. We have developed both peer-to-peer and client-server based
versions of most of these groupware components.
Performance of the groupware implementations we have developed to date varies depending on the
technology used, the architectural style of the groupware organisation and the number and locality
of users. Considering response time, all of our groupware perform well when a small number of
users on a local area network are being supported. If more than a dozen users are concurrently using
groupware facilities, response time degrades due to bottlenecking of the shared servers. This can be
partially overcome using peer-to-peer networking, but memory and local disk storage go up
considerably, and each client utilises a socket connection for every active collaborator, which can
exhaust available connections on some host machine configurations. Some groupware functions
well over wide-area networks, such as low-bandwidth chat, email, note annotation, to-do lists and
workflow events. Synchronous collaborative editing, text messaging and multiple cursors work
across a modem connection but perform quite slowly i.e. a considerable time-lag can be
experienced by the users. This is due to before/after event subscription for synchronous editing, and
large numbers of small event sends for multiple cursors and automatically generated text messages.
While our JViews event mechanism and groupware components generate potentially many events,
there may be ways to mitigate large numbers of network event broadcasting. These include using
“multiplexing” of event sends i.e. having sender components group all (unrelated) events generated
in a specific timeframe and forward as one group to the receiver(s) on other machines. Similarly,
some of our event generating components, like the mouse movement events, are aggregated into a
single event (e.g. one per second) and only this one event is broadcast. We plan to investigate
giving users some control over such approaches, allowing them to tune aspects of event
broadcasting to enhance application performance.
We prefer using a peer-to-peer architecture for our groupware as this is more reliable than the
client-server variant: with all of our groupware facilities, a client can fail at any point and other
collaborating users can continue to work unaffected (well – without being able to communicate and

collaborate with the failed client until it reconnects to the network). Synchronising shared data in
peer-to-peer groupware requires support for multiple versions of data, version merging and conflict
resolution. This complicates the implementation of some groupware facilities, particularly
collaborative editing, to-do lists and note annotations. Our JViews component model provides these
facilities but at quite a low level of abstraction (a detailed discussion of JViews component
versioning can be found elsewhere19). We have found the client-server versions easier to implement
and maintain, though at a cost of less reliable facilities and sometimes-poorer response times for
users.
None of our groupware currently supports security protocols, apart from simple authentication to
identify each user and simple access control lists for groupware administration. If deployed in
situations where secure data access and transmission is required, encryption support needs to be
added along with secure control lists to ensure proper authorised access to each groupware
component’s facilities and shared data. We have prototyped some “security” groupware
components that encrypt/decrypt transmitted data using CORBA object wrappers, and some simple
access control lists for some groupware clients (for to-do list item access/update control and version
access/update/deletion control). These all require further enhancement for larger scale application
deployment. Interaction of domain-specific application security approaches and reusable groupware
needs to be investigated, and handled in a similar way to our persistency and distribution
component sharing via aspects.
Our groupware components have been evaluated as parts of two usability studies, one focusing on
using our workflow system in a software development setting17 and one on our collaborative travel
planner18. Both of these studies had small groups of users carrying out collaborative tasks with the
workflow and travel planner systems and groupware facilities. The main usability problems
reported from these studies include partial use of AWT-based Java user interface elements and
modal-based diagram editing within our design environments. While these are not groupware
component-specific issues, they adversely impact on the usability of these components within these
applications. In general, users found the range of groupware facilities suitable and the basic
functionality intuitive. The collaborative editing facilities have proven to have very good flexibility,
though they take some time to become accustomed to44. Adding groupware components to
environments is difficult for non-expert users, requiring the provision of a more effective, easy-touse end user component deployment tool.
We are extending our work with component-based groupware in a number of ways. We have been
developing new techniques for adaptive user interface support we hope to use with our groupware
components to improve the ability of developers to build adaptable interfaces. We have extended
our aspect-oriented development approaches to provide richer descriptions of components using
XML-encoded information, which we plan to use to describe our groupware and provide more
automated run-time initialisation of components. We have recently been building thin-client
groupware component prototypes. These use HTML- and WML-based user interfaces with all
groupware functionality in web server components (realised by Java Server Page, CORBA and
Enterprise Java Bean implementations). The integration of the thick-client groupware described in
this paper and these thin-client groupware applications is an area of keen interest. We are looking at
re-designing our server-side components to utilise the Enterprise Java Bean architecture and
technology to increase their reusability and run-time deployment capabilities. We are developing a
new infrastructure for event-based systems using SOAP-style web services and asynchronous
messaging protocols, and plan to experiment with re-implementing some of our groupware
communications using these architectures and technologies. This will hopefully provide more
generalised interfaces to our groupware components and allow for greater reuse of our components
with 3rd party groupware and applications using other implementation technologies.

SUMMARY
Many applications require various kinds of groupware functionality. We have developed a range of
plug-in groupware components that provide various group awareness capabilities. The key
contributions of our work include:
• Our approach to extending component-based systems by dynamically plugging in appropriate
groupware-supporting components. These extend applications to provide the desired groupware
capabilities in a seamless fashion. Groupware component facilities can also be statically
specified by application developers, and be turned off (unplugged) by end users if not required.
• Our approach is elegant in that no code modifications to neither groupware nor application
components are necessary - the architectural facilities of our JViews component framework are
leveraged to obtain the necessary application component (and groupware component)
reconfiguration to provide the groupware facilities.
• We have developed an architectural model, framework design and implementations that support
a wide range of plug-in groupware capabilities, each expressed in discrete, separately reusable
software components. These groupware components are mutually compatible and where
possible share similar user interface, persistency and distribution components.
• We have developed a flexible event subscription and notification mechanism, and aspect-based
introspection and decoupled interaction mechanism, both used to realise out groupware
components. Such architectural and framework design features, and our implementation
techniques for them, can be used to support other kinds of dynamic component-based systems
extension and reconfiguration (such as for persistency and distributed processing, partially
explored during our development of groupware components).
Our groupware components are generic and have been successfully reused in a diverse range of
applications, providing a wide range of collaborative work-supporting facilities required by end
users. Based on our experiences, we suggest the following to others developing component-based
groupware applications:
• Carefully identify component responsibilities within the architecture aiming to maximise reuse
of abstractions e.g. user interface components, event broadcasting components, data persistency
components, locking co-ordination, inter-person messaging, and so on. A good set of
component abstractions makes groupware development much easier and results in more
maintainable solutions.
• Peer-to-peer architectures work well and provide robust groupware facilities, but require more
complex data mirroring, data synchronisation and have a degree of unproven scalability,
particularly in the presence of a large number of event exchanges.
• Components need to be engineered to support event-based interaction, ideally before-change
and after-change event subscription for synchronous groupware facilities, and a well-defined set
of common events makes integrating components easier.
• Components need to publicise information about their events and services in order to allow runtime plug and play and suitable automatic adaptations to component configurations to be built.
This is not easy, and requires careful thought, design and implementation. Our aspect
characterisations are one of many possible techniques that can be used, though emerging
standards for new component technologies like .NET and J2EE may provide more generic
support for component introspection.
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